
 

EU unveils proposed curbs on
cryptocurrencies
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Governments around the world are wary of unregulated cryptocurrencies

The European Commission on Thursday unveiled plans to regulate
cryptocurrencies, proposing rules that could limit the development of
Facebook-backed Libra and similar projects.
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Cryptocurrencies have exploded in popularity among investors since the
emergence of Bitcoin, but the general public, banks and regulators
remain wary.

Pressure from member states has pushed the EU executive to unveil its
proposals to regulate the new sector, in the hopes of also nurturing its
development.

"We should embrace the digital transformation proactively, while
mitigating any potential risks," said Valdis Dombrovskis, an executive
vice president of the European Commission.

The plans cover a wide range of so-called crypto-assets and, once
ratified, could help reassure investors and make it easier to develop these
activities on a lager scale.

Proponents of cryptocurrencies believe they will disrupt finance as they
cut out the staff, administration and the high costs needed in traditional
banking and investment.

Banks, central banks and other traditional financial entities are exploring
their own versions of cryptocurrencies, though it is too early to know
how the field will develop.

But Dombrovskis said that potentially global digital currencies such as
Facebook's Libra would face more "stringent requirements" since they
"pose specific challenges to financial stability," Dombrovskis said.

The tech giant's announcement last year of plans to design the Libra
cryptocurrency and payments system raised red flags for global
regulators and provoked criticism of privately-run currencies.

Facebook has touted its initiative as a way to lower costs for consumers
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around the world, eliminating the high fees of cross-border transfers.

But governments in Europe insist that any digital currency would require
careful supervision and must be backed by the euro or other EU
currencies.

In the commission's plan, the biggest digital currencies such as Libra
would have to be overseen by the European Banking Authority.

The commission also said it was looking to more closely regulate
payments systems Europe-wide, an issue that came to light with the
Wirecard scandal in Germany.

Exposed for alleged fraud, Wirecard had escaped the intense scrutiny
targeted at traditional financial firms in part because it was considered a
much celebrated tech upstart and not a bank.

The commission's proposal will now be negotiated with the European
Parliament and member states, in a process that could see a final law
within a few months or years.
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